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Executive Summary
While web applications have dramatically evolved over the past 15 years, the HTTP protocol that delivers
them to end users hasn’t, creating many new performance and security challenges. As a result, the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) recently released HTTP/2 RFC, which revolutionizes the way web servers
communicate with browsers. HTTP/2 solves many performance bottlenecks that existed with HTTP1.1, providing
flexible ways to accelerate the delivery of web content to the browser using a standardized protocol, and
applicable all users.
For example, HTTP/2 enables transaction multiplexing using a single TCP connection and adds standardized
support for header compression. This reduces both delays and bandwidth needed. HTTP/2 has also
become a symmetrical protocol, now allowing servers to proactively push resources to the browser (before the
browser requests them) and significantly accelerating Web page download.
While HTTP/2 provides advantages to Web applications, such as acceleration, adopting the protocol also
introduces several risks and challenges. Although 80% of installed browsers already support HTTP/2, each web
application requires a massive investment, both in development resources and time, in order to leverage the
benefit of acceleration offered by the new version of the protocol.
To bridge that gap and allow existing web applications to benefit from the HTTP/2 protocol, Radware offers an
integrated HTTP/2 gateway as part of its application delivery controllers (ADC), which allows legacy HTTP
1.1 optimized web applications to leverage the acceleration benefits of HTTP/2. Understanding that even the
deployment of an HTTP/2 gateway might become a complex task, Radware has invested largely in deployment
simplification and in configuration automation of various HTTP/2 functions.
For customers looking to increase Web application performance beyond what can be achieved with
HTTP/2 alone, Radware offers FastView web performance optimization as an additional module of the same
ADC on top of the HTTP/2 gateway, which delivers up to 40% of additional acceleration. With simple module
deployment, FastView doesn’t require any configuration, other than activation, for customers to start benefitting
from the acceleration it can provide.

The Road to HTTP/2
The Internet world has changed dramatically since HTTP 1.1 was first introduced. There has been a meteoric
rise in the number of Web clients, and Web pages have become significantly more complex- the number of
objects per page has grown by a factor of 20, from an average of 2.3 in 1996 when HTTP1.0 was introduced to
more than 100 in 2015. Most Web pages nowadays require the browser to execute scripts and programs, such
as FLASH and JavaScript. The number of images and other types of assets has also increased significantly. As
a result, more data than ever is being sent from the web server to the browser, requiring additional rendering
time and introducing many new performance and security challenges. These challenges have multiplied as
Websites now need to support a growing range of devices (such as mobile devices), many of which have limited
computing and memory resources.
After nearly 20 years, the time has arrived to introduce HTTP/2 – the next major version of the HTTP network
protocol. Its main goal is to improve web page load time and latency, without compromising security. The
driving force to create and standardize HTTP/2 came from the browser vendors, although the most significant
contribution came from Google through the introduction of SDPY as part of its Chrome browser. Many of the
new capabilities introduced with HTTP/2 were initially developed with SPDY.
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How HTTP/2 Improves User Experience
Many of the current Website performance challenges are experienced because of the way the HTTP 1.1 protocol
both packages and transfers content between the server and the client. HTTP/2 addresses those limitations
while retaining most of the high-level HTTP 1.1 syntax.
The table below provides a high level summary of the major benefits of HTTP/2 over HTTP 1.1:

HTTP 1.1

HTTP/2

Gain

Object delivery is ordered
and blocking

Object transfer transactions are
fully multiplexed, asynchronous
and thus non-blocking

Non-blocking content delivery,
ensuring none of the page resources
will block the delivery of the other
resources

Multiple TCP connections are
required for faster load times

With HTTP/2 a single connection
can multiplex and carry several
requests in parallel

Fewer TCP connections to set up,
reducing the inherent setup delay
per connection (with higher impact
on mobile networks). Requires fewer
resources from the web server and
browsers

Large textual repeating
HTTP headers

Standardized header compression Reduced headers’ payload, and never
that can be shared among
sending the same header information
transactions
twice leading to reduced bandwidth
consumption

Unidirectional communication –
only the browser could initiate
requests (or posts) of information

Bidirectional communication
(server PUSH) – the server can
initiate transmition of page
resources even before the
browser requests it

Application-driven acceleration allows
resources to be in the browser cache,
ready to be served when the browser
requests them

The value of HTTP/2 can significantly vary, depending mainly on the content of the website. Complex web pages
with a large number of assets typically suffer from longer load times, so it’s likely that HTTP/2 could offer greater
acceleration potential if the protocol is implemented and its capabilities are optimized for that page.

The Challenges in Leveraging HTTP/2 Acceleration Potential
Adopting HTTP/2 on the server side requires upgrading the existing front end web application server. With
longer development and test cycles, this type of upgrade is a high-risk investment for the web application
owners and unlikely to happen any time soon. As a result, it’s expected that many of the sites that decide to
support HTTP/2 would and should initially choose to do so through a gateway that can translate HTTP/2 to
HTTP/1 and vice versa.
While HTTP/2 provides the tools to eclipse many of the inherent HTTP 1.1 limitations, not all of the new
protocol’s capabilities are simple to leverage. A good example is the server push functionality. HTTP/2 allows the
server to initiate a resource push to a browser before it’s requested, but the front end web server is also required
to know which assets already exist in each client’s cache before it knows which objects to push to each client.
Currently, only a few web servers are supporting the HTTP/2 protocol, yet none of those web server platforms
can efficiently leverage the acceleration potential the HTTP/2 protocol can provide. For example, a server pushit’s typically beyond the web server’s scope of interest to learn which objects should be proactively pushed
to the client’s browser. Even though the new HTTP/2 protocol supports this important server push capability,
leveraging it requires additional supporting algorithms or extensive manual configuration per web page.
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HTTP/2 Adoption Rate on the Client Side
The HTTP/2 IETF standard was approved in February 2015. Browser vendors were the driving force behind
HTTP/2, which is why the latest versions of most modern browsers already support earlier versions of HTTP/2Google developed the original protocol, known as SPDY, on which most of the new HTTP/2 functionality is based.
The following table shows a current view of “Can I Use,” which provides up-to-date browser support tables for
front-end web technologies on desktop and mobile web browers.

Figure 1: Can I Use http://caniuse.com/#feat=spdy

In the Figure 1 table, the circled image in the top right corner represents Global browser support of the new HTTP/2
protocol, a number which is steadily increasing as clients are updating versions of their device browsers. As of
June 2015, almost 80% of the browsers currently used worldwide support HTTP/2 and SPDY.

Experiencing Fastest HTTP
To provide the highest performance acceleration for web applications, Radware’s ADC solution provides a set
of performance optimization tools, on top of what legacy ADCs can provide. It combines the power of its Web
performance optimization module and technology, together with an advanced embedded HTTP/2 gateway. Each
one of those modules provides a different set of capabilities that accelerate the delivery of web applications to
all types of end-user devices and browsers (e.g. desktops/mobile, etc.).

Alteon NG’s Embedded HTTP/2 Gateway
Understanding that the adoption of HTTP/2 for server-side web applications requires a high-risk investment,
Radware has developed an advanced HTTP/2 gateway. This solution provides a simple, hassle-free deployment
model, while maximizing the acceleration value HTTP/2 can provide. Activating Radware’s HTTP/2 gateway is also
hassle-free - it requires absolutely no change on the server-side, and enables HTTP/2- based communication
with supporting web browsers while maintaining backwards compatibility with legacy browsers, which can only
support HTTP 1.1.
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Figure 2 – Deployment Scheme for Alteon NG, Radware’s HTTP/2 Gateway

With the embedded HTTP/2 gateway, HTTP/2-enabled browsers immediately enjoy the following benefits:
•
		
		
		

Multiplexing of Transactions – HTTP/2 transactions are multiplexed by nature. An HTTP/2 browser
can send any number of requests and receive the responses interleaved and out of order. This translates to
fewer total connections, which eliminates setup time latency associated with each additional connection,
hence, reduced total latency.

•
		
		
		

Header Compression – HTTP headers have grown significantly over the years. For example, the cookies
section transmitted with each request may include multiple cookies, each as long as 4K. With the HTTP/2
HPACK algorithm, recurring headers may be sent only once per client connection and not per request,
which translates to reduced bandwidth.

•
		
		
		

Privacy/Security – Encrypted HTTP/2 traffic is required to use only TLS 1.2 and above with ciphers that
implement prefect forward secrecy (PFS) such as ephemeral DH and elliptic curves. This implies that
HTTP/2 encrypted sessions are harder to break. The use of TLS (over SSL) has also become guidance by
the PCI association.

•
		
		
		

Application Flow Control and Prioritization – Since HTTP/2 supports multiple parallel transactions, a
method for controlling the amount and preferred order of transferred data is necessary. Radware’s extensive
field experience with features that provide resource reordering for best browsing experience, such as
deferrals, can now be leveraged to help users benefit from this HTTP/2 capability.

•
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Server Push – Radware is the first to offer H2 Push, enabling automated server push. While HTTP 1.1 is a
unidirectional protocol, where only the client can request for resources, HTTP/2 is fully bidirectional and
allows the server to initiate data transfer to the client. However, this requires a smart server that knows
which resources to push to improve page rendering and load time. Knowing which resources to push to
each client is not a simple task- it requires deep understanding of the Web application, and awareness of
what is already in the browser cache. The automated server push capability can greatly improve user
experience, but if the server doesn’t know what’s in a browser’s cashe, the server push capability of HTTP/2
cannot provide a benefit.
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Figure 3 - How HTTP/2 Transaction Multiplexing and Server Push AcceleratesWeb Page Load Times vs. HTTP 1.1

Through 6 years of field experience with WPO technology deployments, Radware has expertise in understanding
how various browsers work and how a page can be accelerated for each type of browser, whether through
mobile or a desktop device. A good example is with resources reordering. Radware’s WPO has advanced
capabilities in reordering Web page resources, an algorithm which enables a Web page to load and appear faster
in the end user’s browser. With the transition to HTTP/2, those same algorithms can now be used to provide the
logic that enables automated use of the server push feature now available in HTTP/2. Radware’s H2 Push can
accelerate user experience even beyond any standard HTTP/2 implementation.

Achieving Fastest Performance – With FastView for HTTP/2
Radware’s FastView Web Performance Optimization (WPO) technology provides an additional layer of
acceleration as part of the Alteon ADC solution. FastView provides up to 40% acceleration through techniques
such as smart caching, image optimization, deferrals, preloading (based on end-users’ behavioral analysis),
landing page optimization and much more.
FastView for HTTP/2 leverages Alteon NG, Radware’s embedded HTTP/2 gateway, by delivering many of its
acceleration treatments on top of the new standardized HTTP/2 protocol. For example, FastView’s landing page
algorithm optimizes the first page through which a user accesses a Website and optimizes the way it is delivered
to the user. FastView for HTTP/2 leverages the new protocol’s server push capability in order to push landing
page objects before the browser requests them, which enables a faster load time than ever before. FastView’s
transaction acceleration preloads objects the end-user will require for the next page he is likely to visit, which
also leverages the push mechanism of HTTP/2.
Keeping with the tradition of simplicity, the ADCs WPO module requires only basic configuration or provisioning,
while seamlessly deploying this module to the end user and to the web application server. An important
advantage of deploying FastView for HTTP/2 is that many of the acceleration treatments can be executed on the
standard HTTP/2 protocol without requiring rewrites of the original Web page’s HTML code. The implementation
of FastView technology can simplify any Web application deployment, eliminating the risk of page breaks and
heavy test cycles, and allowing fast and hassle-free Website acceleration.
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Summary
HTTP 1.1 was released almost 20 years ago and is no longer suitable to manage today’s evolved internet
environment. As web applications became more complex, the HTTP 1.1 protocol is presenting limitations which
are causing significant performance degradation. With the recent ratification of the HTTP/2 protocol RFC,
organizations that care about performance have good reasons to enhance their Website with HTTP/2 support.
Here are two good examples:
1. HTTP/2 solves many of the HTTP 1.1 protocol limitations, enabling faster delivery of web application pages
		 and content.
2. Because HTTP/2 protocol development was driven by the browser vendors, 80% of installed browsers
		 around the globe already support the new protocol and can already leverage its performance benefits.
However, the adoption of HTTP/2 on the Web application side requires a front-end Web application server
upgrade, which can be a risky process with long development and testing cycles. To bridge that gap, Radware
has introduced Alteon NG, an advanced HTTP/2 gateway embedded in its ADCs. This gateway allows for an
immediate, hassle-free, and risk-free adoption of HTTP/2- the implementation doesn’t require any development
investment, yet allows Web application owners to fully leverage the HTTP/2 performance benefits.
Radware’s FastView module, the most advanced WPO engine in the market, can now leverage the embedded
HTTP/2 gateway and provides acceleration of up to 40% beyond the protocol’s baseline offering. FastView for
HTTP/2 can now deliver many of its acceleration treatments in a simpler and safer way, by automating the new
HTTP/2 protocol capabilities, such as automated server push, and enhancing the acceleration delivered by
the HTTP/2 gateway. It is with FastView for HTTP/2 – the combination of HTTP/2 and WPO on the ADC- that
organizations can deliver applications to their clients and provide the fastest browser experience ever.
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